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Negotiating authorship and (in)dependence around 1900: the
case of Dutch literary magazine De beweging*
Helleke van den Braber
Department of Literary and Cultural Studies, Radboud University, Nijmegen
What does the concept of “autonomy”mean when it comes to authors and their practices?
In the early twentieth century, Dutch writer Albert Verwey had strong views on the
subject. To him, in the first place, autonomy entailed independence – from readers’ expec-
tations, the wishes of fellow authors, the whims of publishers, and the demands of the
market. Between 1905 and 1919, Verwey spearheaded the prominent literary journal De
beweging [The Movement]. He strongly valued maximal artistic, economic and ideological
freedom and took pride in “the complete independence from profitability etcetera in
which he ‘aimed to maintain the journal’” (quoted in Van Faassen 1997, 37). Over the
years it became clear that this autonomous stance posed some serious challenges. De bewe-
ging’s autonomy had to be defended and negotiated, sometimes at a significant cost.
In the early years of the twentieth century, like elsewhere in Europe, the concept of auton-
omywas a hot topic inDutch literary circles (Ruiter and Smulders 1996, 133).Dutch authors
found themselves at the centre of a diverse and often contradictory play of forces. Operating
in an expanding field that was becoming ever more commercial, they struggled to redefine
their role and position – economically, socially and artistically. Should they resist or
embrace the commodification of their work? Should they choose an isolated, but indepen-
dent position at the fringes of society, or seek bourgeois approval and legitimacy? Should
they proudly produce “pure” or aestheticist writing, or address the big socio-political
issues of their time? Other choices compounded the issue: how to position oneself in the lit-
erary field, which fellow authors to side with, and which to reject? These choices were all intri-
cately connected to questions of autonomy and (in)dependence, and they all impacted the
definition of authorship that Dutch authors projected. Their views on collaboration and com-
petitionplayed amajor part in this positioning. Exchangeswith fellowauthors, andwithothers
in a position to confer value on their work, were pivotal in the recognition of authorship,
especially in the case of less commercially interesting authors (Bourdieu 1985, 21). Amidst
the upheaval of the literary field at the time – which, like elsewhere in Europe, was becoming
ever more autonomous and commercial – this type of interaction proved crucial to authors.
In this article, the caseofAlbertVerwey’sDebewegingwill serve to explore differentdimen-
sions of the concept of autonomy around 1900. Three premises underlie this exploration.
Firstly, it is assumed that in this period, notions about the value of autonomy and the value
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of authorship were closely linked. Secondly, through a process of interaction with fellow
writers, authors used their mutual (in)dependence to define their authorship. And thirdly,
the concept of “give and take” played a significant and as yet unexplored role in this inter-
action.This study focuses onVerwey’s interactionwith threemain types of exchangepartners:
fellow authors, publishers and readers. I will use anthropological gift theory (especially
Komter 2005; but also Mauss 2002 and Gouldner 1960) to examine the play of forces
around De beweging, to investigate the alliances Verwey forged with other stakeholders,
and to take stock of the ways he tried to keep the struggling magazine financially afloat.
To map the interaction between Verwey and his associates, I have studied about 500
unpublished letters, including correspondence between Verwey, his publishers, and his
fellow authors. The Verwey archive is relatively complete (although inevitably some
letters have been lost) and offers an excellent insight into the day-to-day operations of
the journal and into Verwey’s careful negotiations. I will refer to this fascinating material
throughout this essay and quote abundantly to show how Verwey struggled to find a
balance between his own agenda and the interests of others, and how carefully he had
to tread to keep his independence.1 If we regard De beweging as a locus of exchange
and transaction, then Verwey occupied a central position – both in terms of power and
authority and of dependency and obligation. That is why I will focus not only on how
and what Albert Verwey asked of others (in other words, how he presented himself as reci-
pient and forced others to take on the role of giver), but also how and what he gave in
return. I am further interested in the way he legitimised his role as recipient towards
others. The question is not just what gifts he expected from others but also on what
grounds did he believe himself justified in demanding sacrifice and investment from
others? This will not only reveal mutual dependencies but also the strategies by which
authors (re)gained or emphasised their autonomy.
Autonomy and gift relationships
We have already seen that Albert Verwey formulated autonomy as a form of artistic and
economic independence. This definition of authorial autonomy is consistent with that of
sociologist Pierre Bourdieu, who stated that in 1880s Europe, autonomy meant “the right
of artists to legislate within their own sphere – free from subordination to religious or pol-
itical interests” (1985, 15). Cultural sociologist Gisèle Sapiro (2005, 42) points out that
around 1900, less commercially oriented authors like Verwey gained independence both
through their writings and through the “personalised relationships” they maintained
with fellow authors. Those relationships are characterised by a readiness not only to
make financial, social and artistic sacrifices for others but also to expect them from
others. At this period, interaction between authors often entailed some form of investment
in each other’s authorship.
The question is how this expectation of reciprocal sacrifice relates to the quest for
(financial, social and artistic) independence (Van den Braber 2017). If investing in a
relationship fosters dependence, the ability to elicit investment from others increases an
author’s autonomy. Following anthropologist and gift theorist Aafke Komter (2005), I
will assume that (in)dependence is both transient and negotiable: it arises and exists
between people who are continually redefining the balance of power and autonomy in a
process of give and take. This process keeps renewing itself in different forms, with
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different motivations, and with different outcomes. Sometimes, it might suit authors to
secure their independence by attempting to regulate others; at other times offers of friend-
ship are preferable. According to theorists such as Mauss (2002), Komter (2005) and
Gouldner (1960), this ongoing positioning usually takes the form of gift exchange. They
posit a universal law underlying this exchange: once the process of give and take is set
in motion, every gift is inevitably followed by gratitude and acknowledgement. This pro-
motes social cohesion in a system of mutual indebtedness, in turn stimulating new
instances of giving (back) (Komter 2005, 67). This law forms one premise of the
current investigation.
Another guiding principle will be Komter’s (2005) four models of giving: giving on the
basis of affection, power, equality and utility, or, in Komter’s terms, community sharing,
authority ranking, equality matching and market pricing. Within each of these models (sep-
arate in theory but overlapping in practice) the act of giving is instigated by a web of motives.
Interestingly, these motives are often both altruistic and self-interested. A gift within the
community sharing model, for instance, is exchanged within a group on the basis of equality,
from a sense of gratitude or loyalty. Strategic motives can be a factor, for instance when gifts
are used to draw attention or settle a debt. At the other end of the spectrum are gifts within
the market pricing model, where maximising profit is the main concern for both parties and
exchange takes place on what we could call economic or commercial grounds. Both see-
mingly disinterested and more commercial exchanges feature in Komter’s model. What dis-
tinguishes her model from Pierre Bourdieu’s (1983, 1985) is that economic and anti-
economic or “reversed economic” behaviour are less strictly separated. Disinterested and
self-interested behaviour can go together; one may obscure the other or pose as the other
– a relevant observation when it comes to the negotiations surrounding a journal like De
beweging, which aimed to be successful both in economic terms and in terms of cultural
prestige, moving both in the commercial and symbolic marketplace.
Komter’s model further states that what appears to be gifted spontaneously and from
friendship may be intended to purchase loyalty or gain power. Those are central aspects
of her other two models: giving on the basis of equality matching, dominated by the
age-old principle of do ut des, and giving based on authority ranking, creating a power
imbalance between giver and recipient, motivated by a need for dominance, control
and prestige. Also relevant to a study of relationships of (in)dependence surrounding de
Beweging is Komter’s claim that every interaction relies on (an implicit) reciprocity (see
also Gouldner 1960). The recipient is indebted to the giver, creating a state of necessary
and productive imbalance which shifts when the gift is reciprocated. This continual asym-
metry allows the relationship to last. In this light, the power imbalance between recipient
and giver, often seen as threatening their relationship, is in fact conducive to it. This shows
how concepts like Komter’s significantly expand the accepted vision on autonomy and
(in)dependence within cultural studies.
“The finest possible gift to one’s Fatherland”
By 1905, Albert Verwey was an established author, highly respected as both a poet and
journal editor. Starting in 1886, he had successively managed the iconic and prestigious
literary journals De nieuwe gids, Tweemaandelijksch tijdschrift and De XXe Eeuw – jour-
nals with a position and poetics comparable to La Jeune France, The Yellow Book, or
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Blatter für die Kunst in neighbouring countries (Van den Braber 2014, 301 and 2016, 54).
Between 1905 and 1919, he would use De beweging to publish the idealistic essays and cer-
ebral poetry in which he believed and to further position himself as an author, an editor,
and a mentor to young disciples, many of whommade their debut in the magazine. He had
strong views on the subjects of authorship, power, autonomy and aesthetic and social lea-
dership, and he regarded the editorship of his journal as a means of putting these opinions
in practice. He always maintained that De beweging was not an effort at self-promotion.
Instead, he viewed his editorship as a disinterested gift to Dutch literature:
The Journal is not to me what it might be to other editors: a benefit to ourselves, a means to
other than Spiritual influence. I have carried the lifelong conviction that a beautiful literature
is the finest possible gift to one’s Fatherland, and I have over the years devoted all my energies
to keeping this Idea alive as an inspiration to our contemporaries.2
Verwey was both the sole owner and sole editor of De beweging. With absolute control
comes absolute power, but such a lonely position also entails a constant dependence on
outside help. For the journal to stand a chance, Verwey had to find a way to inspire
loyalty in contributors, publishers and readers. His position was complicated by the journal’s
limited readership and repeated financial losses. Interestingly, in the lines quoted above,
Verwey explicitly presents himself as giver, but at the same time he had no qualms about
asking for help. In letters to fellow authors he did not hesitate to ask for various forms of
“labour, sacrifice and […] aid.”3 “None of us,” he wrote to his contributors in 1906, “may
go about our lives without reference to De beweging.”4 Although as a leader Verwey was
often accused of hubris – with the relatively obscure journal he had “bequeathed himself
a kingdom, most notable for its being devoid of subjects” (Van der Goes 1986, 303) –
these types of requests rarely went unrewarded, and through trial and error he managed
to gather much-needed support. Sometimes of a financial nature, it equally often consisted
of promises of loyalty, investment of time and effort, and other non-material help.
Despite De beweging’s continually precarious financial situation, Verwey’s requests rarely
involved money. From the start, the atmosphere surrounding the journal was one Bourdieu
(1983) would call “reversed economic”: Verwey preferred investing his publication with
symbolic, rather than economic value. His approach, although professional, was not com-
mercial. Despite being aware that the viability of his project depended onmoney, the attitude
and dignity of the journal still meant more to him than any potential profit. Perhaps because
of this, the relationships he engaged in were distinctly hybrid in nature: never merely
business, nor purely artistic, but many things at once: part professional, part personal,
part strategic, part grounded in a shared vision on literature and authorship. This hybrid
nature makes Verwey’s position as editor – and as recipient – particularly interesting.
Albert Verwey was highly conscious of both the value and the vulnerability of his
relationships. He viewed himself as the autonomous connecting link, the spider at the
centre of its web, whose job it was “to keep abreast of notable events, always selecting
that which in the long run seemed most significant.”5 Only those who respected the auton-
omy of Verwey’s editorship without question were tolerated. He had no time for “half-
hearted elements”: admittance to the inner circle was limited to those who sharedDe bewe-
ging’s ideals.6 This meant that any investment in the journal constituted an investment in
Verwey and in his vision of authorship. Like-minded spirits proved sympathetic, but out-
siders were often less understanding. “On a careful examination of the prospectus (of De
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beweging) it appears to be no less than a declaration, in which Albert Verwey would crown
himself spiritual imperator of the Netherlands,” author Frank van der Goes wrote in 1904
(1986, 301). Such opposition has fostered the journal’s accepted image of a one-man show,
rather than the product of a balanced cooperation between like-minded artists (Kwant
2009, 78–79; Uyldert 1955, 202). All the more reason to begin our investigation by
viewing (or framing) Verwey’s relationships through the model of authority ranking, start-
ing with the idea that Verwey’s gift relationships were motivated by the need for recog-
nition of his autonomy and leadership.
However, in this case study the community sharing perspective is also more likely than
it may at first seem. Verwey’s need for autonomy was always complemented by a need for
exchange. His goal was to make De beweging productive not just for himself but for a com-
munity of kindred spirits, and he viewed the journal as a meeting ground for the like-
minded. Together, and with their readers, they were to shape the “spiritual movement”
of their day. At the basis was a shared experience of authorship. In this sense, the time
and effort Verwey personally expended on De beweging was an investment in shared inter-
ests and a shared identity:
[I] cannot shake off the thought that De beweging is more than the platform of a single
person, supported by some who are his friends and take an interest in his work. […] At
this time, I cannot cease to believe that there is something else which binds the writers of
De beweging. There exists between them, I imagine, a community of taste and ideas; and
this taste and those ideas find their expression in De beweging. (quoted in Uyldert 1955, 231)
Verwey attached great importance to this idea of a shared experience of authorship. His
journal was to command respect by the “implicit, but no less evident correlation” existing
between its contributions.7 Here, Verwey explicitly puts forward the idea of constructing a
community as a means of building and defending a central, shared idea of authorship – an
idea that encompassed autonomy as well as artistic like-mindedness and social cooperation.
He expected that after integrating fellow authors into the community surroundingDe bewe-
ging, his interests and theirs would somehow align.8 The resulting “community of taste and
ideas”was not intended to remain small and exclusive, but to grow in size and influence: “to
the public, the plot of ground onwhichwemake our standmay seem small, but the influence
will be all the greater, when its impact becomes apparent.”9Here, Verwey implicitly refers to
Sapiro’s notion of (potentially very rewarding) investment, not just in the journal but also in
each other’s authorship (Sapiro 2005, 42). Verwey also liked to use military terms: he
intended to “follow the battle between other parties without being aggressive, but stay at
the forefront by means of our output and professional criticism.”10 His words had the
intended effect on his contributors. Thanks to Verwey, the writers “had found their rallying
point in the journal,” as contributor J. C. Bloem (1995, 243) puts it. It appears that the two
models (dominance and dependence on the one hand, and loyalty and reciprocity on the
other) were so far from mutually exclusive as to complement each other. Does a closer
look at Verwey’s exchanges with publishers, contributors, and readers support this
working theory?
Readers
In 1904, Albert Verwey was optimistic about the number of readers that would subscribe
to De beweging. He revelled in playing the part of the underdog against the competing
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journal De XXe eeuw (“I will attempt to seem worth less than I am for as long as possible”)
and expected De beweging to quickly become established.11 He was disappointed. By the
end of the first year he reported to his readers:
The Editor was met by more than ample cooperation, and future assurances of such, and
received evidence of appreciation from countless circles […]. However, in the publisher’s
opinion, this interest is not supported by a corresponding number of subscribers.12
He was genuinely surprised, because he had made every effort on behalf of the journal and
given it all he had. Why, then, were the readers not prepared to do their bit?
So far, many of those who are known to sympathise with the inventions or ideas in De bewe-
ging, have, nevertheless, either failed to subscribe themselves, or failed to rouse others to do
so. Too much of the labour and sacrifice was consigned to others, and the journal was
thoughtlessly left to fend for itself by those on whose aid it depends for its existence.13
It appears that Verwey relied on a measure of implicit reciprocity between producers and
readers, including expectations of help and sacrifice on the readers’ part. To him his
readers did not represent an anonymous body but a group of kindred spirits, who, on
the basis of that connection, had a moral obligation to support the journal. What is inter-
esting is how Verwey legitimised his request for support: “when a journal represents the
platform of a party, the members of that party consider themselves honour-bound to
maintain it.”14 In his eyes, De beweging to some extent represented such a party. Together,
producers and readers formed an independent community:
Even more divided are the readers, and as long as the journal continues to exist, none
deem it necessary to labour themselves, or incite others to labour. This must end: those
who truly feel sympathy for the independent development of a spiritual life by means of
its own organ, must consider the interests of that organ their own, and stand up for it,
each in his own circle.15
The exchange of gifts and sacrifices into which Verwey attempted to coax his readers fits
neatly into the community sharing model. He called on “the many who feel sympathy for
the journal” to “do their part NOW, to help it over the final hurdles”16 because “only
through cooperation with others can the highest be achieved” (Verwey 1914, 175).
Again a request for help is legitimised by an explicit call on community spirit:
Several persons, including the composers of this epistle, would consider the demise of “De
Beweging” an irreparable blow to the spiritual and especially the poetical development of
this nation […]. We hope, dear reader, to count you among us, and to rely, should this
indeed be so, on your aid to prevent the temporary or permanent discontinuance of this pub-
lication. (Bloem 1997, 69)
Readers could help the journal by subscribing, or convincing others to do so. Sixty new
subscriptions proved enough to save De beweging. But there is a paradoxical ring to this
rallying cry: can a community still be one if it is open to all? Central to giving from com-
munity sharing is that the act of giving should benefit the cohesion and intimacy of a
specific group. Verwey was aware of this. He preferred to keep the journal’s financial trou-
bles out of the public eye, for fear that “for all the [journal’s] proud attitude, its distress
should show.”17 Those who want to operate autonomously do well to hide or at least
not to emphasise their dependence:
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It did not appear desirable to us to present this request openly before a general public, the
majority of whom most likely do not place much importance on “De Beweging”, and to
whom to address a request such as ours would constitute an immodesty. We ask only
those, who appreciate the journal, to seize this opportunity to prove their affection.18
Presenting community sharing arguments like the ones above proved mostly unsuccessful.
In reality, most new subscribers were introduced through contributors.19 Apparently,
readers did not recognise themselves in these statements, or else they formed a less
closely knit community than Verwey hoped. Between 1905 and 1919, the number of sub-
scribers would remain consistently low.
Contributors
Verwey offered a lot to his contributors, but he also asked for a lot in return. In 1907 he
wrote:
If we stand together as a significant group of writers, each doing their utmost to promote the
journal in his own circle, and exercise the necessary prudence where it comes to our fees, this
should see us through until the journal is set up.20
The balance between giving and taking was especially precarious where the relationship
with contributors was concerned. Verwey feared losing his authors, but at the same time
he did not hesitate imposing upon them. Apart from expecting immaterial gifts like
unwavering support and loyalty, he also asked for financial sacrifices. After only a
year and a half he was asking them to work for lower fees than they could earn else-
where. As recipient, this put him in a risky position: he was aware that De beweging’s
prestige depended on the quality of the work of its contributors and that they rep-
resented a highly valuable asset. Fortunately, he could offer ample compensation: their
involvement and investment would be rewarded with a share in the status and
“dignity” of the journal, allowing them to enhance their public image – not a bad
trade-off in a field where, according to Bourdieu (1985, 19), a writer’s public image
was almost entirely determined by the opinions of others (especially fellow writers).
But did the benefit outweigh the cost? Verwey was worried:
In my view it [is] supremely important not to discourage the contributors. They have been
prepared to make sacrifices on their part no other journal would demand. Should it now
appear that even their negligible fees are paid haphazardly, and moreover that complimen-
tary copies do not reach them in time, then their zeal for the journal cannot fail to
diminish.21
Still he dared to go further, and asked for “contributors to do their part in anticipation of
an increase in the number of subscribers.”22 Interestingly, Verwey carefully selected those
from who he asked further sacrifices: because De beweging hoped to establish its repu-
tation mainly on the basis of its poetry, he paid his poets the most, lowering the fees
for prose contributions. At the same time, he feared the community sharing spirit
would not be enough to keep the circle invested. Verwey concluded, “I am aware I
am asking a lot.”23
But the contributors’ response was surprisingly mild. Between 1905 and 1910, no fewer
than eight of them offered to waive all future fees entirely, if this would help to secure the
survival of the journal. In other cases, the search for a balanced relationship took more
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time, and negotiation was required; some would quit and look to publish elsewhere – a
choice Verwey found hard to stomach.24 From January 1910 onwards the situation
became even more pressing and De beweging effectively became a non-remunerating
journal.25 This left the balance between what Verwey could offer and what he needed to
request hanging by a thread. Had he any means left to counter the gifts of his contributors?
The rightful question Verwey asked himself was “how much more disinterested support
the journal could expect?”26 It remains difficult to determine how many contributors
walked out at this point, but the response from those who remained is unequivocal.
Verwey’s investment in the recognition of a form of shared authorship paid off. One of
his contributors, De Vooys, informed him:
… that I finally rejoice in the fact that we will now be at the truest terms. Even if it con-
cerns a small group only, even if we are embarrassed and scorned by an indifferent
public who praise only appearances and conventions, we can now proceed without all
of those former considerations […]. Still with the limited support it enjoys we will main-
tain De beweging in the manner our circle, small in number, small in influence, but most
decided in its views and convictions, deems necessary. We could ask for no greater
support.27
As far as he was concerned, the balance between give and take still held: participation in
the group, on an autonomous basis, united against a hostile public, was remuneration
enough. Verwey agreed. Contributors should be prepared to make any effort on behalf
of the journal, like he was. The editor posited:
One cannot benefit both De beweging and himself. Those not prepared to do the former […]
are right to ask money for themselves. Those who are, merely forgo an early reward. This does
not mean an earthly reward is not forthcoming.28
This shows that the law of deferred compensation also applied to De beweging’s contribu-
tors. Those prepared to make material sacrifices, Verwey reasoned, could expect to be
amply compensated by way of future symbolic gain.
Publishers
Out of all the relationships Verwey maintained around De beweging, those with his pub-
lishers were arguably the most important. The publisher was responsible for the distri-
bution, subscriber administration, marketing, relations with printer and binder, and –
so Verwey hoped – financial backing. Verwey may have been its sole owner, but he did
not have the funds necessary to operate the journal. For those he depended on his pub-
lisher. To maintain his autonomous position, it was crucial for him to move his publishers
to invest without relinquishing too much control. Verwey only agreed to contracts for De
beweging on a commission basis, with the publisher receiving a fixed annual percentage of
the subscription income, without sharing in profit or loss. This guaranteed its autonomy,
but also made the journal vulnerable, because this type of contract entailed fewer financial
obligations than those implied by shared ownership. Little wonder then that Verwey
relentlessly searched for a publisher not only “serious” but also “rich in capital” and “com-
mitted to the journal’s ideal.”29 Verwey’s main worry was that the journal would be
“unable to develop fully for lack of means.” His concern proved justified: De beweging
never had above 250 subscribers, and rarely made it out of the red figures.30 Publishers
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who ventured to have dealings with Verwey, certainly cannot have been motivated by
commercial motives alone. For example, Versluys, his first publisher, realised that exploit-
ing the journal boiled down to “work […] from which we make no profit.”31 Investments
by publishers were therefore of a more or less hybrid character – they were in reality as
much gifts as business transactions.
Verwey’s search for a generous investor-publisher was not an easy one. Between 1905
and 1919, he pitched the journal to at least nine different publishers and made agreements
with five of them.32 As far as can be gleaned from available sources, he appears to have
approached them from no less than three different models of giving. His relationship
with the first two publishers (Versluys and Maas & Van Suchtelen) was based on recipro-
city and shared values (equality matching). Afterwards, he would try to build relationships
based on arguments for community sharing (this applies to his ties with G. Schreuders and
again Maas & Van Suchtelen). He also tried to persuade all of his publishers (excepting
Versluys) to invest on the basis of authority ranking.
“The present is comfortable and I have high hopes for the future,” Verwey reported in
November 1904.33 He had every reason to feel confident, financially and otherwise. The ƒ
1900 he had made from the sale of his share in De XXe eeuw provided him with the
starting capital for his new journal.34 This was backed up by a further ƒ 9000 from an
inheritance (Uyldert 1955, 210). These were no paltry sums: in 1905, 1900 Dutch
guilders bought the equivalent of 23,000 euros in today’s market, ƒ 9000 being
roughly equivalent to 111,000 euros.35 The money provided freedom: it made him “inde-
pendent from those with an interest in holding him back” and made sure he could “cover
the risk of the first year.”36 His small fortune also made it easier to ask for a matching
investment from a publisher. He succeeded with the publisher Versluys, who, halfway
through 1904, paid him an advance of ƒ 4000 (49,500 euros). Although not a gift
(Verwey was expected to repay the money), Verwey still took this financial gesture as
a vote of confidence in his enterprise.37 Their correspondence shows him negotiating
with the publisher on equal terms and in a friendly, informal manner, even when the
advance ran out halfway through 1906 and Versluys showed himself less than inclined
to cough up more money. Their openness and the confiding tone of their correspon-
dence are in tune with the equal footing that is the norm in exchanges of the equality
matching type. Versluys admitted:
I am truly sorry for the way things have turned out, I regard the journal most highly, but we
have always said from the beginning, that we cannot bear any risk […] We had two reasons
for this: first, that we were unprepared and therefore had no funds available; second, that we
are of the opinion, that a journal like De beweging stands or falls with its editor, and therefore
cannot represent a secure investment to us. This was your feeling too […], it was your express
desire to retain sole ownership of the journal.38
The atmosphere of “equal exchange” between both parties was sustained by the lack of
commercial pressure on the relationship. Both parties agreed in writing that Versluys
bound himself to “have the journal printed, to administrate it, and exploit it without
retaining any profit for himself.”39 Exploitation, in this case, meant that Versluys collected
the subscription fees and used them to pay for the printing and distribution of the journal.
Should the journal make more than it cost (which it never did), both parties would share
the profit. It seems that in Versluys’ case, Verwey managed to achieve what he called “the
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true attitude,” that is, “the attitude wherein you neither expect too much, nor promise too
much.”40 Their shared disregard for profit created a bond and gave stability to their
relationship. In retrospect, Verwey concludes:
The complete independence from profitability etcetera, in which I aim to maintain the
journal, was only in agreement with Versluys when he was amicable and not businesslike
[sic]. Now that [in 1918] he is proving to become the latter in the worst possible way, I
must admit that the right kind of businesslike [sic] approach would be preferable; but
even the best does not agree with De beweging’s independence. (quoted in Van Faassen
1997, 37)
After leaving Versluys, and after a short episode with G. Schreuders, Verwey finally
entered into an agreement with Maas & Van Suchtelen. The publishing house proved
itself ambitious from the start, immediately agreeing to invest ƒ 4000 (nearly 45,000
euros) over the course of three years.41 Verwey himself at this point had about 6500
guilders to spare, enough for both parties to be financially balanced. But despite their
financial equality, this publisher’s approach differed radically from that of Versluys, start-
ing with the tone in which they made their position clear. The publishers:
In our view, our task as publisher is not limited to the distribution of new issues and financial
funds. Please understand our aim is not to put pressure on your editing, but to provide
friendly support, and even if editors and publishers work together to bind contributors -
both great in number and ability – to De beweging, they will assuredly still find their work
cut out for them. You should not forget that we are more closely involved in this periodical
than Mr. Versluys was at the time. If this should be apparent from our keener interest, please
do not ascribe it to meddlesomeness or presumption, but merely to the wish to contribute to
the journal’s becoming all it can and should be.42
Verwey could do little else than resign himself to this vigour. Without the support of these
publishers, De beweging would have ceased to exist; thanks to them, he felt he had “for the
first time room to breathe, […] truly the courage to take the matter in hand.”4348 Through
them, he hoped to gain the autonomous freedom he needed to manage the journal. This
publishing house offered both money and prestige: Verwey was impressed with the facts
that “the Maas family fortune was made in the Schiedam gin distilling business and the
family is one of the most wealthy.”44 When in May 1907 the publishers forced his hand
by unexpectedly restricting his autonomy, resistance proved futile: they felt Verwey
needed to recruit fellow editors and hold monthly meetings.45 This was not the only
way in which Verwey’s independence was threatened; the publisher acted high-handedly
in their dealings with the printer, attempted to lower the fees for contributors and forcibly
presented their own “ideas for De beweging in the near future.” Verwey allowed all of this
to go unchallenged.46 This does not mean he was not worried about the relationship being
out of balance, because “the more forceful the publisher, the greater the danger to the
editors.”47
Neutralising the dominance of the publishers, and keeping them from assuming too
much control on the basis of their investments, was therefore of paramount importance.
According to the laws of gift theory, the best way would be by means of a suitable counter-
gift. Interestingly in this case, Verwey chose the strategy of “if you can’t beat them, join
them,” and proceeded to offer his publisher not only a business alliance but also an artistic
one. The idea appeared to be that should he succeed in integrating them into the
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community surrounding De beweging, his interests and theirs would align. Instead of an
impersonal do ut des-type relationship, he preferred to view his dealings with Maas & Van
Suchtelen in light of the friendly (and artistic) community spirit characteristic of the com-
munity sharing mode. Despite the obvious threat they represented, Verwey insistently
spoke of his publishers in emotional terms: “… These publishers (feel) more for De
Bew. than any other,” he claimed, and “they work, not only with greater acumen, but
indeed with more heart for the journal’s vision.”48 He ratified the exchange by letting
them know that with their involvement “the publishing of ‘De Beweging’ […] was in
the hands of kindred spirits.”49 He framed their support of the journal as an expression
of shared ideals – with the purpose of eliciting further investments.50 Verwey was
aware that the publishers would not see any return on their money. From them, too, he
expected a similar blind eye to the market pricing model and a repetition of the “un-busi-
nesslike” attitude he had admired in Versluys. But (despite their willingness to offer
“friendly support”) Maas & Van Suchtelen were not impressed with Verwey’s emotional
appeal and kept a tight hand on the purse strings. Halfway through 1908, Verwey’s per-
sonal funds ran out, after which they forced him to seek external financing and eventually
presented him with an ultimatum: face discontinuation or come up with another ƒ 500 per
year.51 On that basis both parties managed to drag out their partnership until January 1,
1909 – after which the publisher immediately applied for suspension of payment.
Apart from equality matching and attempts at community sharing, Verwey used a third
strategy to coax his publishers into recognising his autonomy. When asking for material
investments, he did not fail to self-consciously stress the immaterial profit De beweging in
turn represented. This immaterial compensation, Verwey implied, was invaluable, far
exceeding the material value of the investment he sought. For example, he told the pub-
lisher Nijhoff that “De beweging is poetically, economically and artistically authoritative”
and therefore “possesses those qualities which a serious publisher seeks in a journal.”
Indeed, he argued, “De beweging (…) is a distinguished journal, and enjoys such high
esteem […] the opportunity to take it on is, to an open-minded publisher looking to
publish a journal of general interest, a golden one.”52 According to Verwey, publishers
who took on De beweging were without exception the better and “more prestigious” for
it, which was why the proposed deal was not in fact to his own advantage, but to theirs.
Nevertheless, this exchange is best understood from the perspective of authority
ranking. The trade-off proposed by Verwey might at first seem like an equitable exchange
of economic for cultural capital. But because Verwey considered the autonomous prestige
he offered infinitely more valuable than the publisher’s “greasy till,” he still operated from
a position of relative dominance and conscious asymmetry. A journal like De beweging
would always be misunderstood by contemporaries, Verweg lamented:
… sustaining a general journal called De beweging is no mean feat. Recognition can
only be expected at a future date. Should this cold-blooded assessment be acceptable
to you, then we can depend on one another. If trust is lacking, however, this will be
impossible.53
ThroughDe beweging, Verwey asserted, publishers were really investing in their own immor-
tality. They were supplying on credit. He looked down on publishers whose motives were
simply mercantile and who preferred short-term profits to loftier future rewards.54 As far
as he was concerned, investing in De beweging was losing a fly to catch a trout.
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Conclusion
I started this case study from the premise that at the time of De beweging, ideas about
authorship and ideas about autonomy were closely linked and that authors manipulated
both through their mutual (in)dependence shaped in turn by the interactions between
them. In the case ofDe beweging, Albert Verwey played a key part in mediating these inter-
actions. By emphasising the formation of an autonomous group or clan around the journal
he elicited investment and support from others. Paradoxically, this put his own autonomy
as the journal’s chief and only editor continually at risk: the (financially) dependent pos-
ition he was in as sole owner brought imbalance to his relationships, which he sought to
neutralise by convincing others they would do well to make themselves dependent on him,
too. Time after time, his letters show how, confronted with his own (necessary) depen-
dence, he would demand a corresponding dependence from those by his side or across
the table.
Time and time again, Verwey legitimised his demand by referring to the symbolic
capital his journal offered. Those prepared to make their own autonomy subservient to
the (circle surrounding the) journal, could expect a share in the symbolic capital of (artis-
tic) prestige and recognition that the journal represented – now, or in the future. Those
who gave could expect their gift reciprocated. Verwey managed to put this iron law of
gift exchange to good use, even if the dynamics of gift and counter-gift faltered signifi-
cantly on occasion. Readers proved unprepared to make the sacrifices Verwey asked of
them, publishers seized control despite his efforts to check their influence, and with his
contributors the balance of give and take remained precarious throughout. Autonomy
was the bargaining chip in the exchanges and negotiations between all parties, and the
effort to protect it was the driving force behind many of the interactions between
Verwey and others. The results of this study seem to justify the conclusion that gift
exchange surrounding De beweging is best captured by Komter’s models of community
sharing and authority ranking – two opposing models, both dominating and continually
intertwined.
As revealed by Verwey’s correspondence, the complex dynamic of give and take sur-
rounding De beweging affected the contents of the journal as well. Verwey published
work by those authors he trusted not only on an artistic level, but also as givers – his con-
tributors brought more to bear than their authorship, forming a potential source of (free)
copy, devotion, time and energy. Those who felt over-asked left, but also forfeited their
chance of future publication. In this manner Verwey managed to gather a small army
of the faithful who not only filled the journal’s pages, but, as it turns out, also helped
him to keep the continually ailing publication afloat. Through his journal he was involved
in an intricate game of dependence versus independence, with the survival and reputation
of De beweging at stake.
From a historical perspective this Dutch case study reveals a number of aspects regard-
ing the way in which literary journals were managed and positioned at the turn of the
twentieth century. During this period both culture and society were in a state of rapid tran-
sition, and the value of literature was heavily debated. Interestingly, Verwey continued to
regard literature as sacrosanct, and his journal worthy of every sacrifice. This belief in the
irrefutable value of literature was closely tied to the value attached to autonomous
authorship. Verwey felt that writers and readers should defend literature at all cost,
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irrespective of their personal situation, of financial or ideological considerations and of the
value attached, or denied, to literature by society at large. This underlying ideal of
unconditional commitment makes the positioning game around De beweging all the
more meaningful.
Notes
1. I also examined promotional materials, prospectuses and financial accounts of the journal
(Verwey collection, University of Amsterdam [henceforward: UVA]).
2. Letter from Verwey to August Vermeylen, 04-12- 1903 (UVA XLI B 1 223). All quotes from
letters translated by Jeske van der Velden.
3. Prospectus entitled “To subscribers and other readers interested in De beweging” (UVA XLI
A 15:36).
4. Letter from Verwey to Is. P. de Vooys, 06-12-1906 (UVA XLI B 16620).
5. Letter from Verwey to Scheltema & Holkema’s Boekhandel, 25-01-1904 (UVA XLI B 12212;
copybook 4 261–265).
6. Letter from Verwey to Alex Gutteling, 17-09-1904 (UVA XLI B 5124).
7. Letter from Verwey to Scheltema & Holkema’s Boekhandel, 25-01-1904 (UVA XLI B 12212;
copybook 4 261–265).
8. Letter from Maas & Van Suchtelen to Verwey, 29-05-1908 (UVA XLI B 8692).
9. Letter from Is. P. de Vooys to Verwey, 23-11-1904 (UVA XLI B 16501).
10. Letter from Verwey to Alex Gutteling, 04-02-1909 (UVA XLI B 5401).
11. Letter from Verwey to Alex Gutteling, 09-12-1904 (UVA XLI B 5136).
12. Draft of prospectus aimed at “Subscribers of De beweging and other interested parties,”
01-12-1905 (UVA , XLI A 15:36,18.11).
13. Draft of prospectus aimed at “Subscribers of De beweging and other interested parties,”
01-12-1905 (UVA , XLI A 15:36,18.11).
14. Draft of prospectus aimed at subscribers [not dated] (UVA, XLI A 13:1 and XXXII.135).
15. Draft of prospectus aimed at subscribers [not dated] (UVA, XLI A 13:1 and XXXII.135).
16. Prospectus, 01-02-1907 (UVA, folder Maas & Van Suchtelen).
17. Letter from Verwey to Is.P. de Vooys, 17-05-1909 (UVA XLI B 16795).
18. Prospectus [undated] (UVA, folder Maas & Van Suchtelen).
19. For instance letter from J.I. de Haan to Verwey, 21-03-1915 (UVA XLI B 5835) and of F.C.
Gerretson to Verwey, 16-05-1915 (UVA XLI B 4429).
20. Letter from Verwey to M. Uyldert, 06-02-1907 (UVA XLIV I: II).
21. Letter from Verwey to G. Schreuders, 03-12-1906 (UVA copybook XLI B 5).
22. Letter from Verwey to G. Schreuders, 03-12-1906 (UVA copybook XLI B 5).
23. Letter from Verwey to Is. P. de Vooys, 06-02-1907 (UVA XLI B 16635).
24. Writer P.N. van Eyck published his work elsewhere and earned Verweys contempt (letter
from Verwey to Alex Gutteling, 17-04-1909, UVA XLI B 5410).
25. Letter from Verwey to F.C. Gerretson, 28-02-1910 (UVA XLI B 4394).
26. Letter from Verwey to Alex Gutteling, 20-09- 1909 (UVA XLI B 5446).
27. Letter from Is. P. de Vooys to Verwey, 17-09-1909 (UVA XLI B 16819).
28. Letter from Verwey to M. Uyldert, 04-04-1910 (UVA XLIV I: II).
29. Memo [by Verwey], titled “Overwegingen voor Nijhoff” [“Considerations concerning
Nijhoff”] (UVA XLI A 26:14).
30. A small profit was made between 1915 and 1917 (letters of W. Versluys to
Verwey, 09-03-1912, 12-01-1916 and 15-02-1917 (UVA XLI B 14966; XLI B 14988; XLI B
15011)).
31. Letter from W. Versluys to Verwey, 10-09-1909 (UVA XLI B 14890).
32. W. Versluys published the journal from January 1905 until July 1906, G. Schreuders from
July 1906 until January 1907, Maas & Van Suchtelen from January 1907 until January
1909, the Amsterdamsche Boekhandel from January 1909 until March 1913; W. Versluys
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again from March 1913 until January 1919, and Nifterik (a printer) for the rest of 1919.
Verwey also approached Tjeenk Willink (1907), Veen and Wolters (1908), Brusse (1909)
and Nijhoff (1912) (Kwant 2000; Van Faassen 1997).
33. Letter from Verwey to Is. P. de Vooys, 17-11-1904 (UVA XLI B 16498).
34. Letter from Verwey to Scheltema & Holkema’s Boekhandel, 22-12-1904 (UVA copybook
XLI B 4).
35. http://www.iisg.nl/hpw/calculate2-nl.php offers a historically accurate calculating tool for
converting guilders to euros.
36. Letters from Verwey to J.P. Veth, 22-10-1904 and Is. P. de Vooys, 23-11-1904 (UVA XLI C
347; XLI B 16501).
37. Verwey repaid the money in 1905 and 1906 (UVA copybook XLI B 1; Van Faassen 1997, 38).
38. Letters from W. Versluys to Verwey, 23 and 26-05-1906 (UVA XLI B 14875; XLI B 14876).
39. Letter from W. Versluys to Verwey, 01-08-1904 (UVA XLI B 14822).
40. Letter from Verwey to M. Uyldert, 09-03-1910 (UVA XLIV I: II).
41. Letter from Verwey to Is. P. de Vooys, 06 -02-1907 and publishing contract between Maas &
Van Suchtelen and Verwey (16-01-1908; UVA XLI B 16635; XLI B 8673).
42. Letter from Maas & Van Suchtelen to Verwey, 20-03-1906 (UVA XLI B 8648).
43. Letter from Verwey to Is.P. de Vooys, 06-02-1907 (UVA copybook XLI B 4).
44. Letter from Verwey to M. Uyldert, 04-04-1910 (UVA XLIV I: II).
45. Letters from Maas & Van Suchtelen to Verwey, 14-09-1907 and of Verwey to Is. P. de Vooys,
11-05-1907 (UVA XLI B 8659; XLI B 16650).
46. Letter from Verwey to Maas & Van Suchtelen, 20-03-1907 (UVA XLI B 8648); letter from
Maas & Van Suchtelen to Verwey, 04-09-1907 (XLI B 8658).
47. Letters from Verwey to Is. P. de Vooys, 17-05-1909 and 11-06-1909 (UVA XLI B 16795; XLI
B 16798).
48. Letters from Verwey to M. Uyldert, 06-02-1907 and 01-03-1907 (UVA; both XLIV I: II).
49. Letter from Maas & Van Suchtelen to Verwey, 20-03-1907 (UVA XLI B 8648).
50. Letter from Maas & Van Suchtelen to Verwey, 29-05-1908 (UVA XLI B 8692).
51. Letter from Verwey to Maas & Van Suchtelen, 21-03-1908 (UVA XLI B 8686).
52. Memo written by Verwey, undated (UVA XLI A 26:14).
53. Letter from Verwey to Maas & Van Suchtelen, 01-01-1908 (UVA copybook XLI B 5).
54. Letter from Verwey to Is. P. de Vooys, 11-06-1909 (UVA XLI B 16798).
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